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ANSWER QUESTION ONE AND ANY OTHER TWO QUESTIONS 

QUESTION ONE 

a. Explain the following types of authentication as applied in wireless security (9mks) 

a. Open System Authentication  

b. Shared Key Authentication 

c. EAP-based 4-way handshake 

b. Differentiate the following terms with respect to wireless security and forensic (6mks) 

a. Open WLAN and closed WLAN 

b. Chain of custody and order of volatility in forensic investigation 

c. Explain  how devices and technology used from outside an organization can impact 

the security of the corporate network (5mks) 

d. Mobile  forensics is different from computer forensics and presents unique challenges 

to forensic examiners. Explain five reasons to support this statement (5mks) 

e. Explain five general rules of evidence that apply to  digital forensics and need to be 

followed in order for evidence to be admissible in a court of law. (5mks) 

QUESTION TWO 

Mobile forensics is a fast growing area and there is a lack of relevant educational material or 

quality sources of reference for this domain.   

a. Explain the difference between “live acquisition” and  “post mortem acquisition”.  

(2mks) 

b. Future trends in mobile phone devices  may have an impact on mobile device forensic

. Explain four advancements and their impacts in mobile forensic.  (8 mks) 

c. Explain the areas of mobile security and forensics you should consider as the  topics 

that should addressed (10 mks). 

QUESTION THREE 

Wireless networks have gained popularity among organisations but new security risks come 

with the benefits of adopting wireless networks in an organisation.  

a. Explain five security threats against WLAN     (5mks) 

b. Explain the process of hacking wireless networks and the tools used in each phase 



     (7 mks) 

c. Explain a phase lifecycle model for network deployment and point out security issues 

that need special attention.in each phase    (8 mks) 

QUESTION FOUR 

The 802.11 standard specifies the WEP security protocol in order to provide encrypted 

communication between the client and an AP.  

a. With the help of a diagran explain how WEP works  (8mks) 

b. WPA wa designed to improve upon the security featurs deficit of WEP. Explain the 

improvements in WPA technology over WEP   (6mks) 

c. Explain four security capabilities a new version should have to protect wireless 

connections in the years to come.     (6mks) 

Question Five 

It is important for companies to formally establish and publish their wireless security policy.   

a. Explain four benefits that the company can get from establishing these policies.   (4 Mks) 

b. Explain the steps you should undertake in assesment wireless networks (8mks) 

c. Explain four areas that these policies should address     (8 Mks) 

 

It is important for companies to formally establish and publish their policies regarding  

forensic investigations.  Explain four areas that these policies should address 

Explain the importance of ongoing WLAN monitoring and the necessary tools and processes 

used as well as the importance of WLAN security audits and compliance reports. 

Describe the different types of WLAN management systems and their features, including 

network discovery, configuration management, firmware management, audit management, 

policy enforcement, rogue detection, network monitoring, user monitoring, event alarms and 

event notifications. 

A new WiFi Security Standard four new security capabilities that will protect wireless 

connections in the years to come. 

Protection against brute force “dictionary” attacks,  Easier Internet of Things (IoT) security, 

Stronger encryption,  Secure public Wi-Fi 

 


